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SPR #

State

Problem

Solution

On the Family Summary page, there is a field for Family
Size. This field currently uses the family size from the
most recent approved notice. If a district is not using the
setting for Notice Fees, the size displayed in this field
may not match what the system is using for family size
when calculating payments.

The Family Size on the summary page now checks to see
if the district is using Notice Fees. If not, the Family Size is
calculated as of the effective date set on the summary
page.

Standard Fixes
63517 NY

Added a business rule to the Parent Needs page to ensure
a valid State Code is entered.

63531 NY

63566 NY

63579 NY

If a child is born on a leap day (2/29), and they turn 13
in a year that is not a leap year, the system treats them
as 13 years old on 2/28. The effectively shortens their
authorization by one day.

Modified the system so that in situations where a child born
on a leap day turns 13 in a non-leap year, the system will
allow an authorization through 2/28.

Modified the CSOS import so that the WMS data for the
Homeless Indicator, Military Status and Disability Indicator
are imported into CCTA.
Modified CCTA by removing the Language field from the
Parent screen. The Language field is now on the Family
screen. In addition, the Language Spoken from WMS is
imported into CCTA and displayed in this new field.

63714 NY

Modified the system so that if the Homeless box is checked
on the family page, the family share for the case will be
$0.00. NOTE: You must create and authorize a client
notice for the $0.00 fee to take effect.
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